
Zoning Map Amendment 
 
Salt Lake City Parcels Involved 
15112770080000 – 875 South 800 West 
COM 29 FT N OF SW COR LOT 26 CUMMINGS SUB OF BLK 2 PLAT C N 28 FT E 80 FT S 28 FT W 80 FT TO BEG 6665-2026 10243-2811 
15112770090000 - 792 West 900 South 
S 29 FT OF LOTS 24 25 & 26 CUMMINGS SUB OF BLK 2 PLAT C 5191-0980 6038-0771 6050-1172 6665-2032 10243-2813 

 
1. Project Description 
This proposal to amend the zoning map is initiated by the property owner and involves two vacant parcels on the corner 
of 900 South and 800 West which total 0.10 acres.  The property is intended to be used for small multi-family housing, 
duplex, triplex or fourplex, often referred to as the “missing middle” in Salt Lake City planning documents.  Several Salt 
Lake City planning documents have outlined a change in Salt Lake City public policy for this area due to various reasons. 
These include the ever increasing housing crisis in the city and the associated need for diverse housing options, 
beatification and utilization of the 9 Line corridor, the need for safe and efficient housing, flexible zoning tools and 
regulations to meet today’s conditions, and the need for effective, high quality, in-fill development.  The majority, 
approximately 80%, of the 700-800 West block face for 900 South is unoccupied land.  With over 50% of the block face’s 
zoning being changed in 2020 from M-1 to R-MU, the change in public policy for the block face is clear.  This zoning map 
amendment completes the zoning change for the block face’s ONLY remaining vacant parcel. 
 
This zoning amendment is supported by the following Salt Lake City planning documents: 
 
Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 
9 Line Corridor Master Plan, Adopted March 3, 2015 
The Westside Master Plan, Adopted December 3, 2014 
Salt Lake City Transit Master Plan | 2017 Executive Summary 
Salt Lake City Pedestrian & Bicycle Master Plan, December 2015 
Salt Lake City Westside Transportation Equity Study, 2021 
Plan Salt Lake – Salt Lake City | Citywide Vision, Adopted December 1, 2015 
 
 
1.a Purpose Of The Amendment 
The purpose of this Zoning Amendment is to continue the work by the owner to beautify 800 West over a three block 
stretch, 800 South to Fayette Avenue, where the owner has built two new homes in the last three years.  The owner 
desires to provide a custom-designed, custom-built residence appropriately-sized and beautifully landscaped which will 
offer direct access to recreation, public transit and non-car transportation on an east-west corridor in which the 
Westside Master Plan considers “in need of the most attention” (p.71 of the Westside Master Plan).  The owner has a 
track record of developing custom, energy-efficient homes built to match the size and period of the surrounding 
neighborhood which fit in with the community (804 West Genesee and 802 West Fayette).  Salt Lake City inspectors and 
neighbors who’ve viewed the owner’s previous work in its entirety can both attest to the owner’s commitment to 
personally building to the highest standard possible and being onsite during the build process to ensure quality building 
which enhances the community.  Additionally, over the last three years, the owner has planted over 150 trees, shrubs, 
bushes, grasses and flowers along 800 West via approved landscape plans submitted to the city.   
 
1.b Description Of The Proposed Use Of The Property Being Rezoned 
“The purpose of the R-MU Residential/Mixed Use District is to reinforce the mixed use character of the area and 
encourage the development of areas as high density residential urban neighborhoods containing retail, service 
commercial, and small scale office uses. This district is appropriate in areas of the City where the applicable master plans 
support high density, mixed use development. The standards for the district are intended to facilitate the creation of a 
walkable urban neighborhood with an emphasis on pedestrian scale activity while acknowledging the need for transit 
and automobile access” (SLC Zoning Code). 
With the 9 Line corridor helping to create a “walkable urban neighborhood,” developing these lots with the intent of 
restoring the “missing middle” living option adds to the mixed use character of the area.  While a “hotel” is a permitted 



use in the M-1 zone for legal lots like this one, the owner believes building a small, multi-family unit brings longer-term 
residents that better weave into the fabric of the existing community.  The owner agrees with the SLC Planning 
Commission’s 2020 allowance for one owner to change most of the block face and all the other vacant parcels to R-MU 
zoning.  The owner believes this zoning is more in harmony with SLC’s guiding master plans previously mentioned and 
shown in “City Goals” section 1.c below.   
 
1.c Reasons Why The Present Zoning May Not Be Appropriate For The Area 
Reasons are included in the headings: City Goals, Transportation and Equality  
City Goals 
With 160 people per day moving to Utah, their presence has become noticeable on our public roads (KSLTV.com, 
12/28/2021).  If we can create homes for people in places where walkable neighborhood infrastructure and public 
transit is already in place, we’re helping achieve the goals of several SLC master plans.  These goals help our community 
ease car traffic, improve air quality and encourage healthy living. It’s interesting to note that the 9 Line corridor plan, 
which creates a walkable neighborhood connecting the east and west side of downtown SLC, is so important that it’s 
one of the very few streets to ever have its own SLC master plan.   
 
Salt Lake City has historically built effective public/private partnerships which began with the city making large 
infrastructure changes followed by zoning changes to accomplish additional reinvestment in the community.  TRAX may 
be a good example of this.  The TRAX installation was followed by zoning changes which introduced development along 
its corridor thru the city.  The city’s massive undertaking along the 900 South corridor seems similar to TRAX and offers 
pedestrian-friendly transportation.  With the block face of 900 South between 700-800 West being 80% unoccupied 
space, it offers the perfect place to make zoning changes which bring additional investment to our community. This 
change is already underway.  Many vacant land owners over several blocks to the east have already changed zoning 
along the 9 Line corridor.   
 
Many city planning documents support this change. Some excerpts below (shown in different fonts, text, etc.) are 
directly from these documents and are shared in this section “City Goals” for the benefit of those wishing to be more 
familiar with relevant SLC planning documents.   
 
Plan Salt Lake – Salt Lake City | Citywide Vision, Adopted December 1, 2015.  Sections below are from pages 9-10: 

 

 

 



 
“Guiding Principles” from Plan Salt Lake comes from p. 14:  

 



Plan Salt Lake “Housing Initiatives” below are taken from p.39. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. The “missing middle” option, duplex, triplex and fourplex, offers us a way to 
increase the number of medium density housing options without adversely 
affecting the residential community. 
 
3. The “missing middle” proposed for the corner of 900 South 800 West  would 
naturally offer ground level living in an approachable living arrangement. 
 
 
4. Building on the 9 Line corridor offers residents a recreational hub in “people-
oriented” housing. 
 
 
 
 
5. This rezone offers a moderate density increase appropriate for the existing 
neighborhood. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.  Public transit and pedestrian-friendly transit are both available to this lot.  
“Plans Salt Lake” suggests this is the type of residential area appropriate for 
high density. 
 
 
 
 

Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 p.11 & 50. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interesting to point out that Growing SLC’s findings 
suggested 52% of commuters would consider living in 
Salt Lake City if housing were more affordable.  



Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 
Composition of SLC residents are shown below (p.14 & 50) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 p. 16 below offers additional “Guiding Principles” appropriating funds. 

 
 
While no public funds are being sought for this 
development, it seems relevant to call out: 
 
Point#8 encourages us to call for a spectrum of 
housing options for people of all backgrounds and 
incomes.   
 
Point#16 calls out what some city documents refer 
to as the “missing middle.” It also encourages 
diversifying housing stock to include this option 
which is often not developed. This is due to rising 
development costs bringing about developer’s 
focus on multi-story apartment buildings. 
  
Point#17 encourages us to include affordable 
housing options where possible near transit-
oriented development areas.  It also encourages 
moderate increases in density along transit 
corridors. 
 
  



 
Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 p. 17 & 18 below emphasizes what it believes our #1 goal is together: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 p. 19 below mentions the “missing middle” and encourages us to all 
help with “finding a place for these types [of housing] throughout the city” as they help with “restoring choices for a 
wider variety of household sizes.”  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
P.10 of the Westside Master Plan shows how the “missing middle” zoning (duplex zoning) represents just 2% of total 
zoning (2014). 

 
P.10 of the Westside Master Plan suggests the Westside would benefit from better integrating multifamily into the rest 
of the community rather than repeating the past and concentrating it so heavily (50%+) in just six developments. 



P. 33 of the Westside Master Plan mentions, “There are also several vacant or underutilized parcels that can be 
developed as infill parcels, and, depending on their size, can be seen as opportunities for multi-family projects.” 
“Multi-family residential infill will require some zoning ordinance modification” (p.33). 
 
P. 34 of the Westside Master Plan also suggests that “infill development adhere to the prevailing development pattern 
in the immediate area.”  More than 50% of the block face of 900 South was recently rezoned to a Residential Mixed Use 
(R-MU); this is clearly an undeniable pattern.  The proposed zoning change is in line with that pattern of development on 
the existing block face. Furthermore, the Westside Master Plan encouraged the Salt Lake Planning Division to “Explore 
regulatory options for allowing two- or multi-family development” where appropriate.  It also mentioned that it would 
be helpful to “add even a small amount of additional density without impacting the prevailing single-family character of 
the Westside and potentially introduce unique housing types and designs to the community or the city” (p.34).  This 
rezone allowing for development of the “Missing Middle” helps achieve the recommendation to the Salt Lake Planning 
Division by adding just a small amount of additional density that’s in harmony with the character of the existing 
community. 
 
P.69-71 of the Westside Master Plan speaks specifically of the 700 West corridor (Gateways & Industrial Districts): 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 

 
 
 

The “Moving Forward” section to the left comes from 
p.73 of the Westside Master Plan. 
 
 
The Planning Division has made the 9 Line corridor a 
priority and work is now underway. 
   
ALL infill vacant land (owned by one party) on the block 
face of 900 South 700-800 West has been changed to R-
MU, and the owner of the last remaining vacant parcel 
on the block face has requested it now be change to R-
MU.    
 
800 West’s 90’ width makes it a natural buffer between 
mixed use and residential zoning.  Master Plan 
recommendations include flexible zoning in this area 
allowing 50 or more dwelling units per acre. 
 
Even on a national level, the Federal government sees 
this area and this lot’s entire north side block face (not 
the south) specifically as a “distressed area.”   
 
 The United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) has placed this block face in what it 
terms the “Opportunity Zone” where it invites owners 
to aid in developing this area for the benefit of the 
community (https://opportunityzones.hud.gov/resources/map).   

https://opportunityzones.hud.gov/resources/map


Transportation 
The current M-1 zoning does not allow for a small, multi-family home despite immediate access to public transit and 
recreation.  With 160 new residents per day arriving, it’s clear why the Utah State House Speaker mentioned 
transportation being the first issue when he commented on the influx of residents. He said, “State leaders are very 
aware of problems associated with a booming population…growth doesn’t have to be the enemy but that Utah needs to 
be thoughtful with long-term planning for transportation, housing and recreation” (KSLTV.com, 12/28/2021). 
 
The Salt Lake City Pedestrian & Bicycle Master Plan suggested that after gathering public import, one of the key themes 
regarding transportation was a need for better options and “support for conventional and low stress bikeways that are 
designed well, especially to minimize intersection conflicts” (P. ES-2).   
 
The Salt Lake City Transit Master Plan 2017 Executive Summary suggested that “through public outreach efforts for the 
Transit Master Plan and past SLC planning efforts” transit officials learned that “forty-three percent (43%) of participants 
in the Design Your Transit System Tool indentified improved access to transit on foot and by bike as a priority” (p.107).  
Additionally, some age groups that are likely to rent their home (18-36 year old Millennials) are more active, taking 23% 
fewer driving trips, 16% more walking trips and 24% more biking trips than other households (p.7).   
“Public transit is also the primary mode of travel for many of the approximately 1 in 10 Salt Lake City residents that have 
a disability” (p.7).  A ground-level home is more accommodating to some disabilities and will naturally be a part of a 
small, multi-family home.   
On a health note, obesity rates in Salt Lake County are at approximately 27%.  Housing near transit and recreational 
opportunities increase physical activity and improve health (p.7).  A home with direct access to the 9 Line corridor offers 
this opportunity.   
 
The 9 Line Corridor Master Plan mentioned its intent is to function as “An urban thoroughfare and public open space, 
helping people make connections, reduce barriers, promote healthy lifestyles.”  Another part of its purpose is to help “a 
diverse assemblage of people and user groups, [provide]the opportunity for enhancing their connections to the 
surrounding businesses and neighborhoods that form a unique and attractive community” (p. 9).  The rezoning of this 
underutilized land helps us achieve this vision of bringing a “Diverse assemblage of people” together to use the 9 Line 
space to connect people to recreation, public transit and the surrounding businesses. 
 
Equality 
Equality is a characteristic woven into Salt Lake City’s guiding master plans.   
 
The 9 Line Corridor Master Plan (2015) makes mention of reducing barriers and improving physical and cultural 
connections between the east and west sides of the City that in turn offer regional connections (p. 9).  This zoning 
change helps people connect and reduces the barriers of east-west divide. 
 
Growing SLC: A Five Year Housing Plan 2018-2022 mentions the growing disparity between wages and rental rates 
appears to be creating greater instability in the lives of low-income households (p.10).  “The housing crisis also impacts 
middle-income households” (p.11).  Higher income households appear to enjoy more housing stability.  This zoning 
change helps provide lower rents and more stability to both low- and middle-income households with more diverse, 
quality housing stock in a middle price range.  Exacerbating the housing crisis are local barriers to housing development 
(p.11)… The systemic affordable housing crisis has implications for every Salt Lake City resident and business.”  Allowing 
this zoning change will allow for a well-designed, small home for someone wishing to find a nice place to live that’s more 
affordable than what average rents in SLC are currently (RentCafe.com, Zumper.com). 
 
The Transportation Equity For Salt Lake City’s Westside Study, 2021 shines a light on “Equitable Access” for west and 
east side Salt Lake City neighborhoods.  One example of a benefit many eastside residents enjoy is the variety of several 
small, multi-family housing options around a major park such as Liberty Park.  Additionally, you can bike or walk directly 
to the park from these small, multi-family options.  The same opportunity around the west side’s International Peace 
Gardens is limited.  This zoning change brings “Equitable Access” to a housing option that is in limited supply around the 
park today and makes it accessible via the 9 Line corridor. 
 



Impact 
Why R-MU? 

 Block face zoning is consistent.  Consistency seems important since spot zoning is illegal.  It seems the original 
intent when zoning half the block R-MU was to convert this block (along 900 South) to R-MU.  Would it not 
otherwise be considered spot zoning since there is no other R-MU zoning near this location?   

 90’ physical road break.  With a 90’ wide break between the east and west side of 800 West, including a 45’ city 
owned park-like median, it doesn’t seem we could find a better place to make a zoning break consistent with the 
change of the block face zoning started in 2020.   

 10’ extra.  R-MU appears to add just 10’ to the current M-1 zoning maximum height of 65’. 

 Practicality naturally limits height.  Some may argue that the 75’ height allowance in R-MU is too much for this 
lot.  The reality is that these are two 0.05 acre lots and there is no physical way a 75’ building could reasonably 
be constructed and allow any type of reasonable parking.  Additionally, anything over 30’ requires the power 
lines to be buried at a cost estimated to be $2.5Mil per an email quote from Scott.Burton@pacificorp.com 
(Mar/11, 3:45pm).  Could some homes be torn down around the lot and developed into something larger? Yes.  
However, that misses the intent of building the “Missing Middle” on these lots, but it could be possible.  If that 
large of an investment was made by an entity along a pedestrian-centric road with its own master plan 
dedicated to bringing people to use it, we’d be fortunate to welcome it as 900 South is one of the few entrances 
to the west side and its further development would be welcomed over the industrial neglect prevalent today.   

 Missing Middle - This size of lot is ideal for developing the “Missing Middle.” 

 12’ on the south.  The property line on the south of these lots is nearly 12’ back from the sidewalk.  SLC Fire 
requirements incentivizes owners to set a home back at least an additional 5+ feet creating almost a 17’ setback; 
this is the planned setback from which the owner intends to begin designing.   

 9’ on the west.  The property line on the west is nearly 9’ back from the sidewalk.  While SLC is currently 
evaluating reducing parking requirements, such requirements have not yet been changed. Therefore, in order to 
accommodate adequate packing given current requirements of the proposed R-MU zone, the owner intents to 
pull the building forward to be set approximately 9’ back from the sidewalk to meet the rear parking 
requirements.  May we keep in mind that “Form” zoning approved just east a few blocks requires zero off-street 
parking (i.e., FB-UN2 zone for 278 West 900 South)? 
 

Why is this different than the recent rezone of 805 South 800 West to R-MU-35? 

 SLC made their intentions clear regarding the direction it wanted for 800 South years before the proposed 
zoning change for 805 S. 800 W. came along recently.  Not all individual citizens/home owners sought to 
change the zoning of their homes to R-MU-35 along 800 South (800-900 West); that change was done by SLC 
or a small group getting it approved by SLC.  It sent a clear message to myself as an existing owner of 
multiple properties along 800 West (including 804 W Genesee, separated from that zoning change by a 15’ 
alley) and the rest of the community since the mandate was approved by SLC offices.  The clear directive 
was that this would be more density, limited to 35’ in height (via R-MU-35 zoning with its required parking 
of one car per unit).   

 I was the only local citizen in the room when SLC Planning Commission was reviewing the zoning change 
request for 805 W. 800 S.  The Planning Commission indirectly invited the owner to change his proposed 
zoning request from R-MU-45 to R-MU-35.  Those actions were consistent and appropriate since SLC had 
already made its intentions clear for the area (the expanded block face of I-15 to 900 W) by initiating a 
zoning change to R-MU-35 years ago.  That owner was simply being asked to adjust his request to meet the 
established pattern previously set.  In that meeting, he graciously complied with the informal request before 
leaving the room.  

 Similarly, SLC has approved a welcome change to R-MU zoning for 50% of the block face (700-800 W) along a 
future pedestrian, non-car corridor with its own master plan (the 9 Line Corridor Master Plan).  Like the 
directional change on 800 South, the change on 900 South was set in motion years ago.  The actions were 
clear.  The message sent to local citizens was clear.  The pattern of development along the respective roads 
was different, but made clear in the same fashion. As a resident, I read the actions and directions of SLC as a 
clear change to the area and purchased two lots along the same block face that was zoned R-MU.  I’ve made 
a decision to invest and beautify this area years ago in a way that goes beyond what is “Required” (details 
below).  I seek R-MU zoning, not R-MU-35 or 45 in its current form. 



 
What’s the impact to surrounding single-family homes and where has this been done in SLC already?  

 Along non-car, transit lines (i.e., the pedestrian walkway of 900 South or TRAX line on 200 South), R-MU is a 
sound zoning choice because it requires at least some parking; this is in comparison to the zero parking 
requirement of selectively used Form zoning.  R-MU is a natural choice over other zoning options when existing 
lot lines are set back a reasonable distance from the public sidewalk. That’s the case with the corner of 900 
South 800 West. 

 There is an example worth noting that is nearby this proposed zoning amendment, namely 900 South 200 West.  
Form zoning (FB-UN2) turns to R-MU zoning as you move from 900 South 200 West further south and pass a 
major freeway exit (the 900 South I-15 exit), shown below.  Immediately after a major I-15 road, R-MU zoning is 
the first zoning used (1015 South 200 West) on a corner lot with multi-family units.  On the other end of the 
block face is the same R-MU zoning (1075 South 200 West).  In-between the two R-MU lots are four one-story, 
single-family homes which have been zoned RMF-35.  In principle & use, this is almost an exact match to what is 
being proposed with this zoning amendment for the corner of 900 South 800 West. 

 It’s worth noting that at 1075 South 200 West, only 45’ separate a R-MU lot from additional one-story, single-
family homes to the south.  That’s half the distance of the existing 90’ between this proposed R-MU zoned 
corner lot of 900 South  800 West and the one-story, single-family homes to the west on 900 South.  
Additionally, this planned building on the corner of 900 South 800 West is a two-story building, making it fit in 
more seamlessly with the 900 South neighborhood. 

 

 
 

 The proposed zoning amendment would create a version of the example above; however, the 900 South 800 
West lot’s building would be more appropriately sized to blend in with the existing single-family homes. 

 The recommended zoning for 900 South 800 West would layout similarly to other nearby non-car, pedestrian 
corridors (example above). 

   

R-MU (1075 S) 
RMF-35 

RMF-35 

R-MU 

R-MU (1015 S) 

M-1/TBD 
R-MU 

M-1/TBD 



 
 
 
Additional Impact 
All vacant land on the 900 South (700-800 West) block face is owned by two parties.  One party rezoned all their vacant 
land to R-MU in 2020.  The other party wishes to now do the same.  What wasn’t changed to R-MU is still M-1 which was 
setup years ago before most manufacturing moved west.   
 
While there are several uses for a vacant lot in the current M-1 zone that may be potentially profitable, these don’t 
seem appropriate for the space.  These include: a recycling collection station, a gas station, a cannabis production 
establishment, tire distribution center, sign painting & fabrication, 24-hour taxicab service or a dead animal cremation 
service center. 
 
With 50%+ of the 900 South block face (700-800 West) being rezoned to R-MU, the city’s intent to bring more mixed 
residential use along the 9 Line corridor is clear and consistent with the city’s long-term planning documents.  While the 
M-1 zone allows for a hotel/motel to be built, the zoning needs to be changed for a more appropriate small, multi-family 
home to be allowed.   
 
It may be helpful for some to compare M-1 and R-MU zoning setbacks.  As I understand them, they are as follows: 
M-1 has no setback requirements for the interior side yard or the rear yard.   
R-MU has no setback requirements for the interior side yard or the front/corner side yard.  
M-1 has a 15’ front & corner side yard setback 
M-1 has no open space requirement for a lot nor does it require any rear yards. 
R-MU requires 20%+ open space and a rear yard that is 25% of lot depth, but not exceeding 30’. 
 
In the end, changing 900 South 800 West’s vacant land zoning to match all other vacant land zoning on the block face is 
appropriate.  Additionally, R-MU zoning incorporates a 20% open space requirement (currently zero open space is 
required in the M-1 zone) and is the best zoning for helping incorporate off-street parking into the future design.  Such 
zoning seems appropriate since it also requires more parking than the Form zone approved a couple blocks east which 
requires zero off street parking. 
 
R-MU zoning for the last vacant lot on the block face is an infill decision supported by seven SLC long-term planning 
documents and is in harmony with SLC’s vision of sound planning. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



900 South 800 West 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Aerial view of lot lines 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking east 

 

 

Looking 
north 

 



 

Proposed Site Plan: 
Building (blue) 
Parking (gray) 
Open space inside the lot lines exceeds 20% min (light green) 
Additional open space outside the lot lines (dark green) 

 

  



The Owner’s Proven Commitment To The Community 
 
The owner of the property believes in the restoration and enhancement of this community along 800 West. 
Beginning in 2017 (SLC Case#PLNZAD2017-00393), the owner started with a vacant, neglected lot (830 South 800 West).  
The owner and his wife designed a custom home with a goal of building a home to add a pocket of sunshine to the area. 
The home’s front door & much of the landscape is designed to be the color of sunshine with the goal of literally adding 
more sunshine to the neighborhood.  Additionally, they sought to bring vintage features into a home that was designed 
to feel like a restored 1920’s home.  This included a wood-based exterior over 100% of the home, vintage exterior 
lighting as well as wood floors and tile that were consistent with buildings from the early 1900’s.  Lastly, it was 
landscaped to beautify the neighborhood and was referred to by one neighbor as the street’s “Garden of Eden.”   
Despite some individuals experiencing homelessness unplugging the water system to charge their cell phones, it still 
looks presentable and will be worked on again in 2022.  Between this home and a second home (similarly built on a 
vacant, neglected lot at 802 West Fayette Avenue), nearly 150 trees, shrubs, bushes, grasses and flowers were installed 
by the hands of the owner. 
 
Besides building homes complimenting the character of the neighborhood, the owner has helped and supported other 
owners along 800 West prepare to improve their land.  He began years ago supporting one owner of a vacant parcel at 
1050 South 800 West purchase the dilapidated home (808 W. Dalton) that had become a safety issue next door.  He 
supported the owner who then completed a lot line adjustment and he helped sell the lots to individuals who completed 
the teardown and are beginning the development of 808 W. Dalton. The owner noticed the neglected lots of 800 South 
800 West, but when he called to begin the process to clean up that lot (805 South 800 West), it was already in-process 
to be cleaned up and developed.   
 
The lots on the corner of 900 South and 800 West were the last of the neglected lots on 800 West to be cleaned up. 
The owner and his family have begun cleaning them of trash and weeding them.  Rezoning these lots is the first step 
towards designing a custom home that is suited to the lot, neighborhood and community.   
 
The owner has previously worked as a Research Scientist designing product, packaging, and shelf space layouts prior to 
taking an interest in designing custom living spaces and landscapes to enhance the quality of life.  For this corner, 
designs are being reviewed that originate in northern Europe, Hong Kong, New York and the Salt Lake Valley with the 
hope of bringing design elements that compliment the neighborhood and restore beauty to a vacant, neglected corner 
lot.  The owner is studying the use of efficient building materials and practices that would enhance life for residents and 
the community.  Upon rezoning, the owner will engage the professional services of additional designers, architects, 
engineers and builders. 
 
The owner believes he can add to our community by providing a quality home in which to live.  He’s currently renting to 
or has rented to a diverse set of people living and working right in our community including retired veterans, a member 
of Ballet West, a volunteer of public radio, nurses, janitors, an airline analyst, self-employed service contractors, house 
cleaners, and partially-disabled individuals. 
 
This zoning change allows for something to be built that will include ground-level units that may also afford some the 
rare chance to age in place near family.  Additionally, this rezoning will offer a housing option that is disappearing since 
many multi-story apartment buildings are now including either parking on the first floor or commercial retail space.   
 
Thank you for time and for the opportunity to work together to bring something good to our community. 
 
Sincerely,  
Cameron Broadbent 


